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Monday 

Today we are learning reading and writing the words that have the blends: ‘cr’ as in crab, 

crack, cross, crown, crowd, crash and ‘cl’ as in clown, clap, clock, claim, cliff, 

cloth. Can you read and write these words? 

Let’s play Yes/No questions.  Read the questions and use your thumbs up or thumbs down to 

show whether the answer is yes or no.  

Can a crab crack a clock?                  Can a clown clap his hands? 

Can a crowd cross a road?                     Can a crown jump in a pond and 

swim? 

Practise: enter some real and fake words with blends cr and cl and drag the coins with the real 

ones to the treasure chest and the fake ones to the dustbin.  

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/4/buried-treasure 

Tuesday 

Today we are practising reading and writing the words that have the blends ‘gr’ as in grin, 

green, growl, grip, groom, grain; ‘gl’ as in glass, gloom, glad, glum, glam; ‘fr’ 
as in frog, frown, fresh and ‘fl’ as in flag, flat, float, flip-flops. Can you read and 

write these words?  

Now try to think of some sentences with the words that have these blends in them. Write the 

sentences down. 

Practise: enter some real and fake words with blends gr, gl, fr and fl and help the dragons to 

find their eggs.  

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/4/dragons-den  

Wednesday 

Today we are practising reading and writing the words with blends of three consonants: ‘str’ 
as in string, strong, stretch, struck; ‘scr’ as in screw, screen, scroll and ‘spr’ as 

in spring, sprint.  Can you read and write these words? 

Now try playing ‘The Champion Blend’ game. Think of as many words as you can with the 

blends ‘str’, ‘scr’ and ‘spr’. The winner blend is the one with the most words. 

Practise: enter some real and fake words with blends str, scr and spr and drag each snack to 

the right brother.  

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/4/picnic-on-pluto  

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/4/buried-treasure
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Thursday 

Today we are learning Phase 4 tricky words said, so, have, like, some and come. Can 

you read and write these words?  

Practise: choose the words said, so, have, like, some and come and train your brain. 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/4/train-your-brain-ph4  

Now play tricky words hopscotch in your garden! With a piece of chalk draw 12 squares (a 

pattern of 1 square, 1 square and then 2 squares). Write the tricky words in the squares 

(twice). Say the word you land on. Happy hopping! 

Friday 

It is Bob and Obb time!  

Practise: select phase 4 CCVCC, CCCVC and CCCVCC set 1-7 plus digraphs and give the 

right snack to each brother.  

https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/4/picnic-on-pluto  
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